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Chapter/Committee News: STATE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES COUNCIL (SEMSCO) Wednesday 
7/20/22 12:36 PM to 2:57 PM Meeting Duration: 2 Hours 21 Minutes Mark Philippy, Chair Meeting was 
called to order at 12:36 PM. Pledge of Allegiance was conducted. Moment of silence was held in 
memory of Jamie Stodie, a Finger Lakes and Monroe Livingston Region EMT and CLI who passed away 
the day before from complications from an MVC that occurred 2 months ago. Roll call of members was 
conducted: Nikolaos Alexandrou, MD Allison Burke Stephen Cady - Present Robert Crupi, MD - Present 
Mark Deavers - Present Donald DuVall Mickey Forness, RN - Present Carl Gandolfo - Present Gregory Gill 
- Present Jason Haag - Present Teri Hamilton - Present Donald Hudson - Present Stephen Kroll Andrew 
Knoell Jared Kutzin, RN Al Lewis - Present William M. Masterton - Present Michael McEvoy, PhD - 
Present Thomas Pasquarelli - Present Mark Philippy - Present Maryanne Portoro, RN - Present Jeffrey 
Rabrich, MD - Present Michael Redlener, MD - Present David Simmons - Present Carla Simpson 
Christopher Smith Jeffrey VanBeveren - Present David Violante - Present Quorum is present. 4 Motion 
was made by Carl Gandolfo, seconded by Robert Crupi, MD and passed by voice vote without opposition 

to approve the minutes of the 4/13/22 meeting. CORRESPONDENCE: • None CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT - 

Mark Philippy • Mark mentioned being disappointed in the cancellation of Medical Standards and 
SEMAC due to people not being able to attend after asking for extra meetings. This means 10 or more 
items that were to be brought up from these committees that cannot move forward at this meeting. 
Mark relates the September meeting will be very busy and asks the physician members to please meet 

between now and September so work can be done. • Mark relates he has worked hard with Teresa Allen 

on collecting all of the motions from SEMAC and SEMSCO from the last 3 years. • By-laws group has met. 
Mark has a draft and Director Greenberg will be reviewing. Once that is complete it will be posted in the 

SEMSCO folder on Boardable. • September SEMSCO and SEMAC meetings will be in-person with no call-

in option 1ST VICE CHAIR REPORT - Michael McEvoy, PhD, RN • Mike McEvoy reports the NAEMSP’s 
Foundations of Medical Oversight course for agency Medical Directors and agency leaders will be held 

via ZOOM in September. A flyer is available on the information table. • Dr. Jeffrey Rabrich presented 
Mike McEvoy with the 2020 ACEP Excellence in EMS award. This was unable to be presented previously 

due to COVID and virtual meetings. 2ND VICE CHAIR REPORT - Jason Haag • No report. BUREAU OF EMS 
& TRAUMA SYSTEMS REPORT - Ryan Greenberg, Director See separate section for compilation of reports 
given at SEMSCO & committee meetings. NYS DOH DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DR. JOHN MORLEY The 
doctor arrived at the meeting and he was introduced. He was previously in the DOH from 2005 to 2011 
and is now back in this role since mid-March 2022. He has served with NYC Department of Health & 
Hospitals, Medicaid’s Delivery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP) program and 4 years as the 
Chief Medical officer for the NYS Department of Corrections and Community Supervision (DOCCS). He is 
open to questions now or after the meeting. STATE EMERGENCY MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

(SEMAC) REPORT - Donald Doynow, MD, Chair • No report. • Meeting was cancelled as quorum was not 

expected to be present. 5 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT - Mark Philippy • Met this morning. 
Committed to ensuring that the coming term in 2023 will be having a regular cadence to meetings with 

set dates. • Between now and September consider the future of meetings and if all the sub1committees 
need to meet for all the meetings. There is a possibility of all sub1committees meeting for two meetings 



a year with SEMAC and SEMSCO and just SEMAC and SEMSCO for the other two meetings. • May have 
to rotate meeting between Troy and Albany. EDUCATION & TRAINING COMMITTEE, Michael McEvoy, 

PhD, RN, Chair • Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. • Summary of meeting was given. • See separate 

section for full details of the committee meeting. • Donald Hudson read a letter from group of 

paramedic level Course Sponsors regarding accreditation into the minutes of the SEMSCO meeting. • 
Ryan Greenberg advised that notices of EMS courses will be distributed to the region where they are 
being held. Currently, these notices go to the REMSCO Chair. They should be passed on to the Regional 
Program Agency. BEMS&TS will be looking to see if additional regional e-mail contacts can be added to 
the notices. Regional plans using templates will be looked at for better coordination. FINANCE 

COMMITTEE, Steven Kroll, Chair • Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. Steven Kroll was unable to 

attend meeting. • Summary of meeting was given by Mark Philippy. • See separate section for full 

details of the committee meeting. SYSTEMS COMMITTEE, Mark Deavers, Chair • Committee met on 

Tuesday 7/19/22. • Summary of meeting was given. • See separate section for full details of the 

committee meeting. • Seconded motion from the committee to “Send edited Part F to full SEMSCO for 
further action". It was explained that because of tight timeframes in submitting input to the 
Commissioner of the Department of Health the Legislative Committee on behalf of SEMSCO should take 
further action on the draft comments on Part F. Materials are posted on Boardable. Additional 
comments and input can be provided to the Commissioner later in the process. Motion was called and 

passed by voice vote with 1 abstention. • Motion was made by Donald Hudson and seconded by Jason 
Haag to “Move Part F from Systems to Legislative with comments from the assembled members due by 
8/2/22 and draft for initial comment sent to Director Greenberg by 8/17/22”. Motion was passed by 
voice vote without opposition. Comments should be sent to Al Lewis by 8/2/22 at 
steubencoronerlewis@yahoo.com SUSTAINABILITY TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP (TAG), Michael 

Benenati and Al Lewis, Co-Chairs • TAG met on Tuesday 7/19/22. • Summary of meeting was given. • 

See separate section for full details of the TAG’s meeting. • Mr. Benenati indicated the upcoming White 
Paper will cover and/or have sections on: 6 ‐ Executive Summary. ‐ History of EMS in NYS, how the 
system developed from the bottom up in local communities and commercial providers. ‐ Need for 
SEMSCO to develop a comprehensive statewide EMS plan in conjunction with BEMS&TS and DOH 
Commissioner. ‐ EMS leadership and training needs. ‐ Agency performance standards, transparency, 
accountability. Underperforming agencies and self-assessment tool needs. ‐ Benefits of BLS agencies 
employing all treatment adjuncts. ‐ Ensuring operational efficiency. Not every community needs or can 
afford an ambulance. ‐ Regional/county coordination of resources. Use of BLS/ALS tiered systems. ALSFR 
and BLS transport. ‐ Access to EMS educational opportunities and class models. Travel distances to 
classes. Asynchronous instruction and learning. ‐ Certification vs. licensure. Degree programs. ‐ Medicaid 
re-evaluation. Need for increased Medicaid funding. Adequate insurance funding in general. ‐ Financing 
the EMS system. System readiness. Federal, state, county and local funding. Need for consistent funding. 
Grant funding availability. ‐ Commercial agency contribution to state economy and taxes. ‐ Need to 
educate elected officials and the public about EMS. ‐ Need EMS as an essential service. ‐ County EMS 
Coordinator role actively managing EMS. ‐ Hospital coordination and planning. Interfacility transfers and 
discharge planning. Turnaround delays. ‐ Pediatric readiness. ‐ PSAP data, tracking and analysis. Use of 
EMD. What is an in-service ambulance. Use of mutual aid. CONs. Primary response areas. ‐ Overtaxing of 
EMS system with non-emergent calls. ‐ ET3. Telehealth and use of nurse navigators. ‐ Staffing shortages 
and competition for a decreasing work force pool. Work is physically and emotionally demanding. 
Wages. Burnout and turnover. ‐ Coordination of legislative initiatives. Need for 1 voice across all 
disciplines. ‐ Roles of Program Agencies. The above list in not inclusive of everything to be covered. 

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, Al Lewis, Chair • Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. • Summary of meeting 

was given. • See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. • Jeffrey Rabrich, MD 
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suggested Mobile Integrated Health as a more inclusive term and be used instead of Community 

Paramedicine. SAFETY COMMITTEE, Stephen Cady, Chair • Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. • 

Summary of meeting was given. • See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 7 

QUALITY METRICS COMMITTEE, David Violante, Chair • Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. • Summary 

of meeting was given. • See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. INNOVATIONS 

COMMITTEE, Jason Haag, Chair • Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. • Summary of meeting was given. 

• See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES FOR 
CHILDREN (EMSC) PROGRAM Ryan Greenberg provided information in his BEMS&TS staff report. STATE 

TRAUMA ADVISORY COMMITTEE (STAC) Ryan Greenberg advised: • American College of Surgeons 

continues to do verification visits around the state at the rate of 3 or 4 per month. • Plan is to go back to 

in-person visits in 2023. • Matthew Bank, MD is proposed to be the new STAC chair. He is with Nassau 

REMAC and Northwell Health. Approval of his appointment by the DOH Commissioner is pending. • 
Good Samaritan Hospital in Suffern, Rockland County is a provisional Level 3 trauma center. It is part of 

the Westchester Medical Center system. • There are 2 other hospitals with Level 3 status pending. Even 
thought these are smaller hospitals they indicated they could handle the patients as they are already 

getting them as higher level trauma centers can be an hour and a half away. • In answer to a question, 
the new ACS Trauma Triage Criteria will be added to the Medical Standards Committee’s agenda for 

September. • STAC is looking at a needs assessment for trauma centers in some areas. Are there too 

many trauma centers in a given area and Downstate was mentioned. • Comment was made that 
patients qualified as trauma patients may not be seen as such by EMS criteria. Mark Philippy mentioned 
some concern if all the Regional Trauma Advisory Committees (RTAC) are meeting regularly. REMSCOs 
should look into this. Don Hudson suggested STAC involvement. DIVERSITY-EQUITY-INCLUSION TAG, 

Jeffrey Rabrich, MD and Jared Kutzin, RN, Co-Chairs • Jeffrey Rabrich, MD advised the TAG has not met 

since the last SEMSCO meeting. • Ryan Greenberg asked if TAG needed more members. It was 
mentioned that Steven Kroll and Jason Haag had volunteered to help. Facebook group can be used to 

request participation. Dr. Rabrich commented that the membership of the TAG should be diverse. • Dr. 
John Morley, NYS DOH Deputy Commissioner advised that on the topic of access and equity it is of 
increasing significance and importance to a whole lot of folks. Medical literature is abounding in topics. 
Massachusetts recently passed 8 some laws about improving equity and access including equity training 
like required physician training in infection control and pediatric injury training. In NYS a bill was passed 
indicating when a Certificate of Need (CON) is applied for to the DOH by a hospital, home care, any CON 
application, effective June 2023 will require an independent study of how the new entity will impact on 
equity and access. Regulations will need to be developed on who can do the study. Money and funding 
is available to implement this for reviews. Guidance and training will need to be provided. It was 
indicated that Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health has a department or program on 
equity and access that may be a resource. OLD BUSINESS EMS LEADERSHIP COURSE Michael Masterton 
asked if there was a follow-up on the EMS officers leadership training materials being posted on the web 
site. They are still not up on the Vital Signs Academy. Ryan Greenberg advised the materials are there 
and participants should have received an e-mail advising how to access it and do the training. The goal is 
to have 1 of those classes taught in each region over the next year. If participant did not receive e-mail 
have them check their spam folder or contact John MacMillan. IGEL PILOT PROJECT Ryan Greenberg 
advised the project was cleared through the DOH Commissioner’s office to start as a pilot project. There 
are some additional steps before any agency can participate. Will be getting those up and on-line. It was 
emphasized that a BLS ambulance agency or ALSFR with a BLS component cannot use an IGel until it 
clears the entire vetting and approval process through the DOH. A BLSFR agency is not eligible to 
participate. There are a number of specific equipment requirements. A Policy Statement is planned. 
More information will be available at the September meeting. Mark Philippy indicated the initial 



outreach should be with Pamela Murphy, MD who Chair of the Hudson Valley REMAC. Actually the 
agency’s local REMAC would have to approve participation before going to HVREMAC, BEMS&TS and the 
DOH. NEW BUSINESS MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DISORDER CONSIDERATIONS FOR EMS 

PROVIDERS • This is a new in-person course to be offered around the state and later put on1line. Jenni 

Salomon, Training Specialist, BEMS&TS will be presenting. • It is supported by grant funds from SAMHSA 

through the Office of Addiction Services and Supports (OASAS). • It is an 8 hour class with 4 
components: 1. Substance Abuse Disorder 2. Mental Health 3. Intersection of Substance Use Disorder 

and Mental Health 4. Substance Use Disorder Awareness • Includes EMS Provider Wellness: 9 ‐ Signs and 
symptoms of acute distress, PTSI and other mental health conditions. ‐ Acknowledging addiction in the 
EMS community ‐ Indicators for suicidal ideation/suicide attempts ‐ How to get help if you notice these 
indicators in other providers. ‐ How to get help if you need it. ‐ Mental health wellness and fatigue 

management ‐ Local resources. • Regions and Program Agencies can contact Jenni Salomon, Amy 
Eisenhauer or Valerie Ozga to schedule a course in their region NEXT SEMAC/SEMCO MEETINGS HAVE 

BEEN SCHEDULED: • Wednesday September 21, 2022 and Thursday September 22, 2022. • Tuesday 

December 6, 2022 Wednesday December 7, 2022. • Location will be in-person at the Hilton Garden Inn, 
Troy, NY. 10 BUREAU OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES & TRAUMA SERVICES (BEMS&TS) STAFF 
REPORT Ryan Greenberg, Director This is a compilation of information provided at the SEMSCO Meeting 

on 7/20/22 as well as Committee meetings that were held on 7/19/22. • NYS has ended its COVID-19 
EMS deployment after an unprecedented 845 day operation in support of National Ambulance Contract 
and vaccination sites statewide. It was a team effort from around the state as well as around the 
country with 350 ambulances brought into NYC and later into other areas to help with calls and 
transfers. 50 Community Paramedicine programs were started in 40 counties. Vaccination pods were set 

up in multiple areas. Thank you to everyone for supporting and helping on this mission. • Brian 
Sherwood, District Chief/ Investigator is retiring from NYS EMS after 21 years of service. Special thanks 

from Nassau and Suffolk were expressed for his help all these years. • Metropolitan Area Regional Office 

(MARO) and the other regions advise that full service inspections are being done again. • Jean Taylor, 
Deputy Chief, Education Branch is retiring 9/28/22 after many years with the Bureau. Thank you for 

keeping education running and evolving! • JUVARE statewide hospital diversion dashboard was brought 
online this month in the Syracuse area of the Central Region for testing. Will probably move to Nassau 
Region next. Will eventually be available for all EMS providers to access on the web or on their phone to 

see which hospitals are on diversion including full or partial. • Thomas Fortune, Deputy Chief, 
Investigations Branch reported 241 open cases, 261 cases were closed, 158 criminal cases were cleared 

and about 300 cases are pending. There are a few other items pending. • Finance & Administration is 
working on new contracts for REMSCOs and Regional Program Agencies. They should be completed in 

the coming weeks, definitely by the next meeting. • Currently recruiting 3 District Chiefs for positions in 

Albany, Syracuse and the Western Region. • BEMS&TS was authorized to recruit for 2 fellowship 

positions, one in Data & Informatics and the other with policy development. 11 • Community Paramedic 
programs are still available through Executive Orders which will expire at sometime. This impacts 
vaccination programs and EMS personnel working in hospitals, etc. Contact Michael Bagozzi, Deputy 

Chief if interested in starting or expanding a program. • Online CME recertification portal is fully open 
and is going well. Agencies are reminded to check applications before submitting them. Ensure 
signatures are there and only submit the documentation and forms required. Erroneous submissions will 

be returned. • Course Sponsors and instructors should ensure their students understand the final exam 
testing process and timeframes involved. E-mail to schedule the NYS exam will come from “AMP” in the 
week following the official “end of course date”, not the last class date. Students have 1 year from the 

official “end of course date” to pass the exam. This includes retests and such. • Statewide BLS Practical 
Skills Exam (PSE) manual and associated student reference guide are nearing completion of revision. 



Beta testing will be done to see how it goes. This should go live in 2023. • On the horizon is a statewide 
roll out of the BIOSPATIAL data management system for agencies to use for metrics and QA/QI. More 
info will follow for REMSCOs and Regional Program Agencies. Several BEMS&TS staff are presently at an 

ImageTrend conference to learn more ways to use the ePCR platform and data from it. • EMS For 
Children (EMSC) received a $160,000 supplemental grant for the Pediatric Emergency Care Coordinator 
(PECC) program. More training will be coming as well as a full time data employee for the EMSC 
program. There are currently 209 PECC EMS Agencies in NYS. They are also working on PECC programs 

and standards for hospitals. • Jenni Salomon has been hired through an Office of Addiction Services and 
Supports (OASAS) grant for EMS mental health education. She will be presenting information on the 

program at the SEMSCO meeting. • Mental Health poster with a QR code is being developed to be sent 

out to EMS agencies to put up in crew rooms. QR code will link to resources on the DOH web site. • Vital 
Signs Conference registration is now open. NAEMSE Instructor Course will be presented before the 

conference. • EMS Memorial service will be held Tuesday September 20, 2022 at 11:00 AM on the 
Empire State Plaza in Albany. There will be 10 honorees added this year. A new expanded memorial 

should be in place for the next memorial service in May 2023. • Education Regulations and Operations 
Regulations for equipment standards are in the process for public comment. Hope to have an update at 

the next meeting. • Rural Health Taskforce has half of the seats filled. Awaiting vetting of the rest of the 

members. • Policy Statements recently issued: ‐ 22-06 - CME Recertification for Extended Certifications ‐ 
22-07 - Paramedic Practical Skills Exam ‐ 22-08 - Required CPR Education for EMS Providers ‐ 22-09 - 
Extension of Certification for Military Personnel ‐ 22-10 - Health Advisory - Guidance for EMS 

Professionals on Suspected Cases of Monkeypox • Questions on possible EMS involvement in Mokeypox 
vaccinations are being sorted out. 12 FINANCE COMMITTEE Tuesday 7/19/22 8:03 AM to 8:17 AM 
Meeting Duration: 14 Minutes Steven Kroll, Chair Meeting was called to order at 8:03 AM was by Mark 
Philippy, Chair, SEMSCO Steven Kroll was unable to attend the meeting. Attendance sheet was passed 
around in lieu of a roll call of committee members. Michele Mulloy, Section Chief, Finance & 

Administration, BEMS&TS is the liaison to the Finance Committee. COMMITTEE DELIVERABLES: • Statute 
requires SEMSCO draft budget recommendation to be made regarding Aid to Localities amounts and 

funding for the Bureau of EMS & Trauma Services. • For the last 2 to 3 years draft budget 
recommendations were not made. For the 5 years before that it was felt the recommendations were 

ignored. • Funding was discussed with the DOH Commissioner at a meeting in March 2022. • There has 

been no change in NYS budget funding for EMS in 22 years. • There will be an effort to get something 

together for the September SEMSCO meeting. STUDIES IN PROGRESS: • Review of EMS Training Cost 
Survey Tool. This is currently out collecting data. About half of the Course Sponsors have responded so 

far. • Workforce Survey. There were a number of other surveys going out at the same time and now 

hoping to get some data back from that survey. OPPORTUNITIES FOR DOLLARS FOR COUNCIL: • 
Discussion on suggestions including administrative support group. This would help with clerical and 

administrative support for meetings and ongoing activities including statistical analysis. • There is a 
budget for State Council meetings. Meeting adjourned at 8:17 AM. 13 EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
COMMITTEE Tuesday 7/19/22 9:15 AM to 10:38 AM Meeting Duration: 1 Hour 1 Minutes Michael 
McEvoy, PhD, RN Chair Meeting was called to order by Chairperson Dr. Mike McEvoy at 9:15 AM. 

BEMS&TS EDUCATION BRANCH STAFF REPORT – Jean Taylor, Deputy Chief • Jean Taylor introduced 
George Drew Chesney and he advised that he has been working on reciprocity, test registrations and 

course sponsor renewals. • Gene Myers is on vacation. He reports that the CME Recertification Portal at 
https://apps.health.ny.gov/pubpal/builder/survey/cmeportal is up and functioning well. Questions 
about renewals should be e-mailed to Gene directly gene.myers@health.ny.gov and not sent to the 
portal. Submissions through 6/15/22 have been processed. Please follow directions when submitting. Of 
165 renewals received, 34 had to be returned, most for little stuff like information under wrong tabs or 

https://apps.health.ny.gov/pubpal/builder/survey/cmeportal
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missing signatures. • Course sponsors and instructors are asked to let their students know that they 
need to follow directions for the Computer Based Testing procedures. If students have problems 
opening exams do not tell them to call PSI as they are not helpful. Students should e-mail Jean Taylor, 
John MacMillan or George Chesney or use ems.testingissues@health.ny.gov Only 1% of students are 

running into problems including computer compatibility problems with remote proctoring. • Students 
have 1 year from their official end of course date to take their final exam. They are allowed 3 attempts 
during that 1 year period. If they delay after the 1 year they would have to take a refresher course 

before they can test again. • Jean Taylor will be retiring on September 28, 2022. OLD BUSINESS Mike 
McEvoy reported out on the EMS Education Standards Workgroup - Richard Parrish, David Violante, 
Howard Huth, Jason Haag, Mickey Forness and Drew Chesney. Draft report was posted on Boardable as 
an EXCEL document covering all the levels of training. There were no comments made at the committee 
meeting. 14 John MacMillan advised that when he receives an application for a class the REMSCO 
Chairperson’s e-mail where the class will be located is notified. This is in response to the question at the 
previous meeting regarding no geographical borders for course sponsors and actual class locations. 

Usually 95% of all classes are getting approved. NEW BUSINESS AEMT ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION: • 
Motion to make a recommendation to SEMAC to have endotracheal intubation for AEMT removed from 
the AEMT Protocol to align with National Standards with a January 1, 2023, date by Jason Haag and 

seconded by Howard Huth. • Much discussion ensued especially on the timeframe for implementation. • 

Motion carried unanimously. NORTH COUNTRY PILOT FOR COMBINED EMT-AEMT COURSE: • A 
combined EMT-AEMT pilot class is being proposed by the North Country to get more AEMTs into the 
system more efficiently. It was explained that the prerequisite for AEMT students has been prior EMT 

certification. • After a period of discussion a motion was made for committee approval to pass it on the 
BEMS&TS for consideration and the motion passed with 1 in opposition. MEDICAL DEVICES USED IN THE 

FIELD: • There was question about whether the SEMAC can/could/should endorse particular medical 
devices. A choking assistance device was mentioned. Chairman advised that in the past SEMAC has 
indicated use of “gizmos” are decided by the agency Medical Director and not SEMAC, SEMSCO, REMAC 

or anyone who writes protocols. • Steve Dizura mentioned Article 30, Section 3002-a which covers 
regulated medical devices. The current issue concerns an unregulated medical device piece of 

equipment and who decides its use. • It was decided to be passed on to SEMAC for their discussion. EMT 

PRACTICAL SKILLS EXAM (PSE) MANUAL DRAFT DISCUSSION: • The draft PSE manual was sent out to the 
committee for comments, etc. One member indicated the draft was circulated in his region to course 

sponsors and there are a lot of comments. • Finance Committee involvement was suggested due to 
possible substantial time and cost impacts of going from 6 skill stations to 3 scenarios and capabilities of 

available evaluators. • A workgroup will be created to collect and provide feedback and input on the 

draft by the September meeting. Contact Mike McEvoy if interested in being on the workgroup. • 
Various manuals are being updated. NREMT ACCREDITATION POLICY DISCUSSION: Current NREMT policy 
indicates “Beginning January 1, 2013 all initial Paramedic applicants seeking National Registry's National 
EMS Certification at the Paramedic level must have successfully completed education from an 
accredited program or one that is seeking accreditation sponsored by the Commission on Accreditation 
of Allied Health 15 Education Programs (CAAHEP).” At their June 2022 meeting the NREMT Board of 
Directors drafted resolution 22-13 Updated Eligibility Criteria for Initial EMS Education (go to 
https://www.nremt.org/getmedia/66dfb185-a9ea-491d-b5da-0c433a724512/22- RESOLUTION-13-
Updated-Eligibility-Criteria_3.pdf) that may lead to an update in initial certification requirements for all 
levels of certification for EMS providers. If the resolution is approved following a public comment 
period, the National Registry executive director would update the initial certification requirements for 
all levels of certification (EMR, EMT, AEMT, and paramedic) to include successful completion of an EMS 
education program that meets or exceeds the National Emergency Medical Services Education 
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Standards and: • Has an Committee on Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs (CAAHEP) 

accreditation, or • Has been issued a Committee on Accreditation for the EMS Professions (CoAEMSP) 

“Letter of Review,” or • Has received state EMS office approval. Don Hudson read a letter into the 
record that was signed by 12 paramedic training program directors in NYS. Dear Training and Education 
Committee: This statement is a compilation of thoughts expressed by over a dozen paramedic program 
directors in NYS. It represents our desire to form a cohesive group moving towards the improvement of 
educational standards, policies, and ultimately patient care for the end-user of the prehospital care 
system. We have significant concerns over the National Registry 22-Resolution-13, which updates the 
current initial certification requirements criteria to include “state EMS office approval”. We are opposed 
to New York State being an alternative to accreditation standards. As discussed on NYS BEMS sponsored 
conference calls, the Bureau of EMS is over two years behind on processing their course sponsor 
renewals. They have only just begun managing the 2020 renewals. An increase in workload with the 
attendant need for more guidance and clarification of standards and regulations seems impossible, 
especially as the current work is already several years behind We recognize there are many challenges 
with both CAAHEP accreditation and with the National Registry adopting policy that could effectively 
create 50 “standards” across the country. Though Director Greenberg has gone on record recently 
supporting the accreditation process, we have significant concerns as to how this will be enshrined in 
Bureau of EMS Policy, and how the state will handle reciprocity with National Registry candidates 
originating from non-accredited programs. Stepping backward away from accreditation would be 
inconsistent with other areas of healthcare and do significant harm to the profession. We would like to 
work with New York State Bureau of EMS, SEMAC, and SEMSCO to resolve disagreements arising from 
accreditation standards, significant problems with COAEMSP, the National Registry resolutions, and New 
York State policy. As Director Greenberg indicated that he looks forward to meeting, we also look 
forward to meeting within the next month to initiate discussions on these matters. Respectfully 
submitted There was discussion that all the paramedic programs should come together with their 
feelings on this motion from the NREMT. 16 Discussion included comments on the benefits to the 
profession that comes with accreditation, issue with only one option for accreditation, costs, ability of 
BEMS&TS to keep up with reviews of programs and FDNY EMS acceptance of accreditation. Motion was 
made for the training and education group to work with SEMSCO to send a letter to NREMT in 
opposition of the motion. Motion carried. Comments are due to NREMT by August 17, 2022. Submit 
comments at: https://nremt.org/Document/Updated-Eligibility-Public-Comment NEW POLICY 

STATEMENTS TO BE ISSUED: • CME Recertification for Extended Certifications • Paramedic Practical 

Skills Exam • Required CPR Education for EMS Providers • Extension of Certification for Military 

Personnel • Health Advisory - Guidance for EMS Professionals on Suspected Cases of Monkeypox EMT-

CC SUNSET DATE: • BEMS&TS is still looking at a 2030 date for this. • BEMS&TS has been looking at the 
current number of active AEMT-CCs there currently are. Total has gone from about 1,500 to about 
1,200. Northwell Health’s Bridge Program has enrolled about 350 EMT-CC providers. North Country and 

Long Island appear to have the most EMT-CC providers. • Director Greenberg asks the Chairperson to 
put a workgroup together to enhance the AEMTs to be to provide care to patients without a paramedic 

intercept. • Contact Mike McEvoy if interested in joining this workgroup. REGIONAL CREDENTIALLING OF 
EMS PROVIDERS BEMS&TS in not against regional credentialing but advises there is no authorization in 
NYS Regulations. Meeting adjourned at 10:38 AM. 17 LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE Tuesday 7/19/22 10:45 
AM to 11:16 AM Meeting Duration: 31 Minutes Al Lewis, Chair Roll call of members was conducted. OLD 
BUSINESS Legislative Committee is assigned to create a consistent cohesive message regarding the value 

to the community, the function of and challenges facing EMS. • Today we do not have a vetted 

statement to share. Have been working diligently and hope to have something for September. • Group 
working on it consists of Teri Hamilton, Jeff Call, Marie Diglio, Mark Deavers and Syed Ahmed Mustafa. 
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Evaluating Part F for Future development. Everybody in the world is looking at document. Job of 
Legislative Committee is to see what is out there, see what is recommended and build upon it. NEW 
BUSINESS NYS Legislature is not in session. All bills that were not passed would have to be reintroduced 
in the upcoming 2023-2024 session. Richard N. Gottfried, Chair of the Assembly’s Health Committee is 
retiring. He is the longest serving legislator in NYS history, first elected in 1970 and Assembly Health 
Committee Chair since 1987. Legislation discussed. Note: Bill numbers are from 2021-2022 session. 
S1590 (Rivera) / A151 (Gottfried) Bill would allow for emergency medical services to expand their 
services to patients using various delivery models other than transportation to the hospital, such as 
treat-at-home. This would include collaborative programs for Community Paramedicine services. New 
Assembly sponsor is needed due to Gottfried’s 18 announced retirement. A downstate Democrat with 
an appropriate background was suggested as being effective in moving this forward. Ryan Greenberg 
mentioned that Governor’s Executive Order still covers the 50 Community Paramedicine programs in the 
state and legal is looking to see if Monkeypox vaccinations would be covered in addition to COVID-19. 
There have been discussions with DOH Commissioners’ office on what Community Paramedicine might 
look like in the future. Kurt Krumperman asked that the Innovations Committee be provided additional 
information on the bill and its sponsors. S9131 (Reichlin-Melnick) / A10155A (Zebrowski) Bill would 
provide all local governments with the option to provide a property tax exemption to volunteer 
firefighters and volunteer ambulance workers. Bills were passed by the Assembly and Senate but not 
delivered to the Governor. S5444 (O’Mara) / A5793 (Palmesano) Bill would enact the "omnibus 
emergency services volunteer incentive act" to provide certain benefits to volunteer firefighters and 
ambulance workers. Bill was not moving forward and was in Committee. S9407B (Kavanagh) - A10497 
(Jacobson) Prohibits the purchase of a body vest; establishes that the purchase of a body vest shall be a 
class A misdemeanor for a first offense and a class E felony for each subsequent offense; establishes 
that the unlawful sale of a body vest shall be a class A misdemeanor for the first offense and a class E 
felony for any subsequent offense; creates a civil penalty for the unlawful sale or delivery of body vests. 
Bill was signed into law by Governor on 6/6/22. NYS Department of State has determined that in 
addition to professions mentioned in the law the following are also covered effective 7/6/22 with 

proper documentation including a letter from their agency: • Firefighters (Standard Occupation 

Classification 33-2011) • Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics (Standard Occupation 

Classification 29-2042) • Ambulance Drivers and Attendants (Standard Occupation Classification 53-
3011) S6373 (Savino) / A2020 (Reyes) Relates to claims for mental injury premised upon extraordinary 
work-related stress incurred at work; applies to all workers. Al Lewis indicated that for future meetings, 
legislation of interest for discussion should be submitted to the committee at least 30 days before the 
meeting so it can be vetted. He also indicated that committee tries to limit itself to issues of statewide 
interest rather that local concerns. He also advised that SEMSCO can’t lobby for any piece of legislation 
but can educate on the pros and cons of proposals. Ryan Greenberg asked that BEMS&TS also be 
advised of legislative concerns for their situational awareness in case topics come up. Feedback from all 
stakeholder groups (UNYAN, NYSVARA, FASNY, etc.) is welcome especially on small tweaks that would 
help things move forward. Jeff Call, Chairman of UNYAN echoed the benefit of being together on moving 
things forward and bringing concerns to the table. 19 SYSTEMS COMMITTEE Tuesday 7/19/22 11:49 AM 
to 12:59 PM Meeting Duration: 1 Hour 10 Minutes Mark Deavers, Chair OLD BUSINESS COMMITTEE 
MISSION STSTEMENT Motion by Mike McEvoy, seconded by Jason Haag to approve the mission 
statement for this committee. Motion carries. PHYSICIAN FLY CAR Division of Legal Affairs is working 
with the Bureau in crafting policy / law changes to address this issue - it applies only to hospital based fly 

cars. Points discussed, brought up or suggested by committee: • Pursuant to PHL 3005.A.d the State 

EMS Council may create a rule in regard to the staffing for ALS First Response. • Hospitals and Health 
Systems (Facilities), county health departments or existing EMS agencies who wish to create a physician 
fly car program shall meet the following requirements: o Notify the appropriate REMSCO of the intent, 



capabilities, and dispatch procedures. o Ensure the vehicle is equipped in compliance with Part 800.26 
or receive a waiver from the Department. o If the vehicle intends to carry controlled substances the 
facility/agency must engage with Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement to ensure regulations are met as 
outlined in Part 80. o The Department shall develop a reporting process for physician fly car response. o 
Liability for sponsoring entity. o Regional approval of physician to serve in field role. o Delivery system is 

what is being looked at, not the medicine being provided. • Programs are encouraged to share their 

program with other facilities to create collaboration. • Much discussion over these points was had. More 

input from BEMS&TS and Division of Legal Affairs will be forthcoming. 20 PART F WORKGROUP • There 

was a lot of discussion regarding the proposals. • There were comments about SEMAC and SEMSCO 
authority, DOH Commissioner’s authority, who determine when meetings are held, tightening up the 
CON process, where comments and recommendation should go, not locking in something for 20 years, 

leaving room to clarify, etc. • A motion was made by Don Hudson to move the documents to all 
committees to then be spearheaded to the Legislative Committee for review. Seconded by Jason Haag. 

Motion defeated. • Motion to send to all SEMSCO members for input to Systems Chair and Legislative 
Chair by August 10th by Don Hudson and seconded by Jason Haag. Motion carried. REVISITING POLICY 
STATEMENT 06-06 EMS OPERATING CERTIFICATE APPLICATION PROCESS (CON) TAG was formed to 
revise and present a draft for further review and edits at the September meetings. NON-CERTIFIED 

RESPONDERS • Personnel with CPR, Stop-the-Bleed, Nasal Narcan, O2, AED, EpiPen, etc. are responding 

with EMS agencies as part of a response system policy. These include police and firefighter personnel. • 

Lay people are covered under Good Samaritan law. • Division of Legal Affairs is working with BEMS&TS 
in crafting policy/law changes to address this issue. NEW BUSINESS None discussed. 2 
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The July NYS EMS Council meetings were held over a 2 day period on Tuesday 
7/19/22 and Wednesday 7/20/22 at the Hilton Garden Inn, Troy, NY.   Attendance 
was in-person with on on-line option. 
 
State Emergency Medical Advisory Committee and its Medical Standards Sub-
Committee meeting were cancelled as quorums were not expected to be present. 
 
This is not a verbatim transcript.  Outline notes were typed during the meetings 
and filled in afterwards.  Video of the SEMSCO meeting is posted on the DOH 
website. 
 
Appreciation is extended to Jason Haag and Donald Hudson for providing their 
in-person notes to assist in preparation of this Special Edition.  Mr. Haag is a 
member of the State Emergency Medical Services Council and is also NYSVASRA 
Region 1 Director representing Western NY.  Mr. Hudson is a SEMSCO member 
and the EMS Coordinator for Nassau County. 
 
The next meetings of the State Emergency Medical Services Council (SEMSCO) 
and State Emergency Medical Advisory Committee (SEMAC) will be:  

 Tuesday September 21, 2022 and Wednesday September 22, 2022. 
 Tuesday December 6, 2022 Wednesday December 7, 2022. 

Location Hilton Garden Inn, Troy, NY.  Meetings will be in-person. 
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NYSVARA Leadership on the State Emergency Medical Services Council 
 

Western/Central NY, North Country, Capitol Area, Hudson Valley & Downstate - the concerns and 
interests of the volunteer sector have a voice on the State EMS Council. 

 

 

Teresa Hamilton, Executive Vice President  
Member of SEMSCO representing the 
volunteer ambulance sector 
Member of the Legislative Committee 

 

Mark Deavers, Vice President 
Member of SEMSCO representing North 
Country REMSCO 
Chair of Systems Committee 
Member of the Legislative Committee 
Member of the Innovations Committee 

 

Jason Haag, Director NYSVARA Region 1 
Member and 2nd Vice Chair of SEMSCO 
Represents Finger Lakes REMSCO 
Chair of the EMS Innovations Committee 
Member of the Education & Training Committee 
and the Systems Committee 

 

Maryanne Portoro, Director NYSVARA 
District 1 
Member of SEMSCO representing emergency 
nurses 
Member of the Innovations Committee 
Member of the Quality Metrics Committee 

 

Steven Kroll, Chair NYSVARA Legislative 
Committee 
Member of SEMSCO representing Hudson-
Mohawk REMSCO 
Chair of the Finance Committee 
Member of the Legislative Committee 
Member of the Safety Committee 

 

Jerry Gelbard, Director NYSVARA District 18
Alternate volunteer ambulance sector 
representative 
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STATE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES COUNCIL (SEMSCO) 
Wednesday 7/20/22   12:36 PM to 2:57 PM 

Meeting Duration: 2 Hours 21 Minutes 

 
Mark Philippy, Chair 

 
Meeting was called to order at 12:36 PM. 
 
Pledge of Allegiance was conducted. 
 
Moment of silence was held in memory of Jamie Stodie, a Finger Lakes and Monroe 
Livingston Region EMT and CLI who passed away the day before from complications 
from an MVC that occurred 2 months ago. 
 
Roll call of members was conducted: 

Nikolaos Alexandrou, MD 
Allison Burke 
Stephen Cady - Present 
Robert Crupi, MD - Present 
Mark Deavers - Present 
Donald DuVall 
Mickey Forness, RN - Present 
Carl Gandolfo - Present 
Gregory Gill - Present 
Jason Haag - Present 
Teri Hamilton - Present 
Donald Hudson - Present 
Stephen Kroll 
Andrew Knoell 

Jared Kutzin, RN 
Al Lewis - Present 
William M. Masterton - Present 
Michael McEvoy, PhD - Present 
Thomas Pasquarelli - Present 
Mark Philippy - Present 
Maryanne Portoro, RN - Present 
Jeffrey Rabrich, MD - Present 
Michael Redlener, MD - Present 
David Simmons - Present 
Carla Simpson 
Christopher Smith 
Jeffrey VanBeveren - Present 
David Violante - Present

Quorum is present.  
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Motion was made by Carl Gandolfo, seconded by Robert Crupi, MD and passed by 
voice vote without opposition to approve the minutes of the 4/13/22 meeting. 
 
CORRESPONDENCE: 

 None 
 
CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT - Mark Philippy 

 Mark mentioned being disappointed in the cancellation of Medical Standards and 
SEMAC due to people not being able to attend after asking for extra meetings.  
This means 10 or more items that were to be brought up from these committees 
that cannot move forward at this meeting.  Mark relates the September meeting 
will be very busy and asks the physician members to please meet between now 
and September so work can be done.  

 Mark relates he has worked hard with Teresa Allen on collecting all of the 
motions from SEMAC and SEMSCO from the last 3 years.   

 By-laws group has met.  Mark has a draft and Director Greenberg will be 
reviewing.  Once that is complete it will be posted in the SEMSCO folder on 
Boardable.  

 September SEMSCO and SEMAC meetings will be in-person with no call-in 
option 

 
1ST VICE CHAIR REPORT - Michael McEvoy, PhD, RN 

 Mike McEvoy reports the NAEMSP’s Foundations of Medical Oversight course 
for agency Medical Directors and agency leaders will be held via ZOOM in 
September.  A flyer is available on the information table. 

 Dr. Jeffrey Rabrich presented Mike McEvoy with the 2020 ACEP Excellence in 
EMS award.  This was unable to be presented previously due to COVID and 
virtual meetings.   

 
2ND VICE CHAIR REPORT - Jason Haag 

 No report. 
 
BUREAU OF EMS & TRAUMA SYSTEMS REPORT - Ryan Greenberg, Director 
See separate section for compilation of reports given at SEMSCO & committee 
meetings. 
 
NYS DOH DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DR. JOHN MORLEY 

The doctor arrived at the meeting and he was introduced.   He was previously in 
the DOH from 2005 to 2011 and is now back in this role since mid-March 2022.  He has 
served with NYC Department of Health & Hospitals, Medicaid’s Delivery System Reform 
Incentive Payment (DSRIP) program and 4 years as the Chief Medical officer for the 
NYS Department of Corrections and Community Supervision (DOCCS).  He is open to 
questions now or after the meeting.    
 
STATE EMERGENCY MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (SEMAC) REPORT - 
Donald Doynow, MD, Chair 

 No report.  
 Meeting was cancelled as quorum was not expected to be present. 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT - Mark Philippy 
 Met this morning.  Committed to ensuring that the coming term in 2023 will be 

having a regular cadence to meetings with set dates.  
 Between now and September consider the future of meetings and if all the sub-

committees need to meet for all the meetings.  There is a possibility of all sub-
committees meeting for two meetings a year with SEMAC and SEMSCO and just 
SEMAC and SEMSCO for the other two meetings.  

 May have to rotate meeting between Troy and Albany. 
 
EDUCATION & TRAINING COMMITTEE, Michael McEvoy, PhD, RN, Chair 

 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 
 Donald Hudson read a letter from group of paramedic level Course Sponsors 

regarding accreditation into the minutes of the SEMSCO meeting. 
 Ryan Greenberg advised that notices of EMS courses will be distributed to the 

region where they are being held.  Currently, these notices go to the REMSCO 
Chair.  They should be passed on to the Regional Program Agency.  BEMS&TS 
will be looking to see if additional regional e-mail contacts can be added to the 
notices.  Regional plans using templates will be looked at for better coordination. 

 
FINANCE COMMITTEE, Steven Kroll, Chair 

 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22.  Steven Kroll was unable to attend meeting. 
 Summary of meeting was given by Mark Philippy. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 

 
SYSTEMS COMMITTEE, Mark Deavers, Chair 

 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 
 Seconded motion from the committee to “Send edited Part F to full SEMSCO for 

further action".  It was explained that because of tight timeframes in submitting 
input to the Commissioner of the Department of Health the Legislative Committee 
on behalf of SEMSCO should take further action on the draft comments on Part 
F.   Materials are posted on Boardable.  Additional comments and input can be 
provided to the Commissioner later in the process.  Motion was called and 
passed by voice vote with 1 abstention. 

 Motion was made by Donald Hudson and seconded by Jason Haag to “Move 
Part F from Systems to Legislative with comments from the assembled members 
due by 8/2/22 and draft for initial comment sent to Director Greenberg by 
8/17/22”.  Motion was passed by voice vote without opposition.  Comments 
should be sent to Al Lewis by 8/2/22 at steubencoronerlewis@yahoo.com 

 
SUSTAINABILITY TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP (TAG), Michael Benenati and Al 
Lewis, Co-Chairs 

 TAG met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the TAG’s meeting. 
 Mr. Benenati indicated the upcoming White Paper will cover and/or have sections 

on: 
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‐ Executive Summary. 
‐ History of EMS in NYS, how the system developed from the bottom up in 

local communities and commercial providers. 
‐ Need for SEMSCO to develop a comprehensive statewide EMS plan in 

conjunction with BEMS&TS and DOH Commissioner. 
‐ EMS leadership and training needs. 
‐ Agency performance standards, transparency, accountability.  

Underperforming agencies and self-assessment tool needs. 
‐ Benefits of BLS agencies employing all treatment adjuncts. 
‐ Ensuring operational efficiency.  Not every community needs or can afford 

an ambulance. 
‐ Regional/county coordination of resources.  Use of BLS/ALS tiered 

systems.  ALSFR and BLS transport. 
‐ Access to EMS educational opportunities and class models.  Travel 

distances to classes.  Asynchronous instruction and learning. 
‐ Certification vs. licensure.  Degree programs. 
‐ Medicaid re-evaluation.  Need for increased Medicaid funding.  Adequate 

insurance funding in general. 
‐ Financing the EMS system.  System readiness.  Federal, state, county 

and local funding.  Need for consistent funding.  Grant funding availability. 
‐ Commercial agency contribution to state economy and taxes. 
‐ Need to educate elected officials and the public about EMS.  
‐ Need EMS as an essential service. 
‐ County EMS Coordinator role actively managing EMS. 
‐ Hospital coordination and planning.  Interfacility transfers and discharge 

planning.  Turnaround delays. 
‐ Pediatric readiness. 
‐ PSAP data, tracking and analysis.  Use of EMD.  What is an in-service 

ambulance.  Use of mutual aid.  CONs.  Primary response areas. 
‐ Overtaxing of EMS system with non-emergent calls. 
‐ ET3. Telehealth and use of nurse navigators. 
‐ Staffing shortages and competition for a decreasing work force pool.  

Work is physically and emotionally demanding.  Wages.  Burnout and 
turnover. 

‐ Coordination of legislative initiatives.  Need for 1 voice across all 
disciplines. 

‐ Roles of Program Agencies. 
The above list in not inclusive of everything to be covered. 
 

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, Al Lewis, Chair 
 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 
 Jeffrey Rabrich, MD suggested Mobile Integrated Health as a more inclusive 

term and be used instead of Community Paramedicine. 
 

SAFETY COMMITTEE, Stephen Cady, Chair 
 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 
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QUALITY METRICS COMMITTEE, David Violante, Chair 

 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 

 
INNOVATIONS COMMITTEE, Jason Haag, Chair 

 Committee met on Tuesday 7/19/22. 
 Summary of meeting was given. 
 See separate section for full details of the committee meeting. 

 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN (EMSC) PROGRAM 

Ryan Greenberg provided information in his BEMS&TS staff report. 
 
STATE TRAUMA ADVISORY COMMITTEE (STAC) 
Ryan Greenberg advised: 

 American College of Surgeons continues to do verification visits around the state 
at the rate of 3 or 4 per month. 

 Plan is to go back to in-person visits in 2023. 
 Matthew Bank, MD is proposed to be the new STAC chair.  He is with Nassau 

REMAC and Northwell Health.  Approval of his appointment by the DOH 
Commissioner is pending. 

 Good Samaritan Hospital in Suffern, Rockland County is a provisional Level 3 
trauma center.  It is part of the Westchester Medical Center system. 

 There are 2 other hospitals with Level 3 status pending.  Even thought these are 
smaller hospitals they indicated they could handle the patients as they are 
already getting them as higher level trauma centers can be an hour and a half 
away. 

 In answer to a question, the new ACS Trauma Triage Criteria will be added to the 
Medical Standards Committee’s agenda for September. 

 STAC is looking at a needs assessment for trauma centers in some areas.  Are 
there too many trauma centers in a given area and Downstate was mentioned. 

 Comment was made that patients qualified as trauma patients may not be seen 
as such by EMS criteria. 

Mark Philippy mentioned some concern if all the Regional Trauma Advisory Committees 
(RTAC) are meeting regularly.  REMSCOs should look into this.  Don Hudson 
suggested STAC involvement. 
 
DIVERSITY-EQUITY-INCLUSION TAG, Jeffrey Rabrich, MD and Jared Kutzin, RN, 
Co-Chairs 

 Jeffrey Rabrich, MD advised the TAG has not met since the last SEMSCO 
meeting. 

 Ryan Greenberg asked if TAG needed more members.  It was mentioned that 
Steven Kroll and Jason Haag had volunteered to help.  Facebook group can be 
used to request participation.  Dr. Rabrich commented that the membership of 
the TAG should be diverse. 

 Dr. John Morley, NYS DOH Deputy Commissioner advised that on the topic of 
access and equity it is of increasing significance and importance to a whole lot of 
folks.  Medical literature is abounding in topics.  Massachusetts recently passed 
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some laws about improving equity and access including equity training like 
required physician training in infection control and pediatric injury training.  In 
NYS a bill was passed indicating when a Certificate of Need (CON) is applied for 
to the DOH by a hospital, home care, any CON application, effective June 2023 
will require an independent study of how the new entity will impact on equity and 
access.  Regulations will need to be developed on who can do the study.  Money 
and funding is available to implement this for reviews.  Guidance and training will 
need to be provided.  It was indicated that Columbia University’s Mailman School 
of Public Health has a department or program on equity and access that may be 
a resource. 

 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
EMS LEADERSHIP COURSE 

Michael Masterton asked if there was a follow-up on the EMS officers leadership 
training materials being posted on the web site. They are still not up on the Vital Signs 
Academy.  Ryan Greenberg advised the materials are there and participants should 
have received an e-mail advising how to access it and do the training.  The goal is to 
have 1 of those classes taught in each region over the next year.  If participant did not 
receive e-mail have them check their spam folder or contact John MacMillan. 
 
IGEL PILOT PROJECT 

Ryan Greenberg advised the project was cleared through the DOH 
Commissioner’s office to start as a pilot project.  There are some additional steps before 
any agency can participate.  Will be getting those up and on-line.  It was emphasized 
that a BLS ambulance agency or ALSFR with a BLS component cannot use an IGel 
until it clears the entire vetting and approval process through the DOH.  A BLSFR 
agency is not eligible to participate.  There are a number of specific equipment 
requirements.  A Policy Statement is planned.  More information will be available at the 
September meeting.  Mark Philippy indicated the initial outreach should be with Pamela 
Murphy, MD who Chair of the Hudson Valley REMAC.  Actually the agency’s local 
REMAC would have to approve participation before going to HVREMAC, BEMS&TS 
and the DOH. 

 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DISORDER CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
EMS PROVIDERS 

 This is a new in-person course to be offered around the state and later put on-
line.  Jenni Salomon, Training Specialist, BEMS&TS will be presenting. 

 It is supported by grant funds from SAMHSA through the Office of Addiction 
Services and Supports (OASAS). 

 It is an 8 hour class with 4 components: 
1. Substance Abuse Disorder 
2. Mental Health  
3. Intersection of Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health 
4. Substance Use Disorder Awareness 

 Includes EMS Provider Wellness: 
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‐ Signs and symptoms of acute distress, PTSI and other mental health 
conditions. 

‐ Acknowledging addiction in the EMS community 
‐ Indicators for suicidal ideation/suicide attempts 
‐ How to get help if you notice these indicators in other providers. 
‐ How to get help if you need it. 
‐ Mental health wellness and fatigue management 
‐ Local resources. 

 Regions and Program Agencies can contact Jenni Salomon, Amy Eisenhauer or 
Valerie Ozga to schedule a course in their region  

 
NEXT SEMAC/SEMCO MEETINGS HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED: 

 Wednesday September 21, 2022 and Thursday September 22, 2022. 
 Tuesday December 6, 2022 Wednesday December 7, 2022. 
 Location will be in-person at the Hilton Garden Inn, Troy, NY. 
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BUREAU OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 
& TRAUMA SERVICES (BEMS&TS) STAFF REPORT 

 
Ryan Greenberg, Director 

 
This is a compilation of information provided at the SEMSCO Meeting 
on 7/20/22 as well as Committee meetings that were held on 7/19/22. 

 NYS has ended its COVID-19 EMS deployment after an unprecedented 845 day 
operation in support of National Ambulance Contract and vaccination sites 
statewide. It was a team effort from around the state as well as around the 
country with 350 ambulances brought into NYC and later into other areas to help 
with calls and transfers.  50 Community Paramedicine programs were started in 
40 counties.  Vaccination pods were set up in multiple areas.  Thank you to 
everyone for supporting and helping on this mission. 

 Brian Sherwood, District Chief/ Investigator is retiring from NYS EMS after 21 
years of service.  Special thanks from Nassau and Suffolk were expressed for his 
help all these years. 

 Metropolitan Area Regional Office (MARO) and the other regions advise that full 
service inspections are being done again. 

 Jean Taylor, Deputy Chief, Education Branch is retiring 9/28/22 after many years 
with the Bureau. Thank you for keeping education running and evolving! 

 JUVARE statewide hospital diversion dashboard was brought online this month 
in the Syracuse area of the Central Region for testing.  Will probably move to 
Nassau Region next.  Will eventually be available for all EMS providers to access 
on the web or on their phone to see which hospitals are on diversion including full 
or partial.   

 Thomas Fortune, Deputy Chief, Investigations Branch reported 241 open cases, 
261 cases were closed, 158 criminal cases were cleared and about 300 cases 
are pending.  There are a few other items pending. 

 Finance & Administration is working on new contracts for REMSCOs and 
Regional Program Agencies.  They should be completed in the coming weeks, 
definitely by the next meeting. 

 Currently recruiting 3 District Chiefs for positions in Albany, Syracuse and the 
Western Region. 

 BEMS&TS was authorized to recruit for 2 fellowship positions, one in Data & 
Informatics and the other with policy development. 
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 Community Paramedic programs are still available through Executive Orders 
which will expire at sometime. This impacts vaccination programs and EMS 
personnel working in hospitals, etc. Contact Michael Bagozzi, Deputy Chief if 
interested in starting or expanding a program. 

 Online CME recertification portal is fully open and is going well.  Agencies are 
reminded to check applications before submitting them.  Ensure signatures are 
there and only submit the documentation and forms required.  Erroneous 
submissions will be returned. 

 Course Sponsors and instructors should ensure their students understand the 
final exam testing process and timeframes involved.  E-mail to schedule the NYS 
exam will come from “AMP” in the week following the official “end of course 
date”, not the last class date.  Students have 1 year from the official “end of 
course date” to pass the exam.  This includes retests and such. 

 Statewide BLS Practical Skills Exam (PSE) manual and associated student 
reference guide are nearing completion of revision.  Beta testing will be done to 
see how it goes.  This should go live in 2023. 

 On the horizon is a statewide roll out of the BIOSPATIAL data management 
system for agencies to use for metrics and QA/QI.  More info will follow for 
REMSCOs and Regional Program Agencies.  Several BEMS&TS staff are 
presently at an ImageTrend conference to learn more ways to use the ePCR 
platform and data from it. 

 EMS For Children (EMSC) received a $160,000 supplemental grant for the 
Pediatric Emergency Care Coordinator (PECC) program.  More training will be 
coming as well as a full time data employee for the EMSC program.  There are 
currently 209 PECC EMS Agencies in NYS.   They are also working on PECC 
programs and standards for hospitals. 

 Jenni Salomon has been hired through an Office of Addiction Services and 
Supports (OASAS) grant for EMS mental health education.  She will be 
presenting information on the program at the SEMSCO meeting. 

 Mental Health poster with a QR code is being developed to be sent out to EMS 
agencies to put up in crew rooms.  QR code will link to resources on the DOH 
web site.  

 Vital Signs Conference registration is now open.  NAEMSE Instructor Course will 
be presented before the conference. 

 EMS Memorial service will be held Tuesday September 20, 2022 at 11:00 AM on 
the Empire State Plaza in Albany.  There will be 10 honorees added this year.  A 
new expanded memorial should be in place for the next memorial service in May 
2023. 

 Education Regulations and Operations Regulations for equipment standards are 
in the process for public comment.  Hope to have an update at the next meeting. 

 Rural Health Taskforce has half of the seats filled.  Awaiting vetting of the rest of 
the members. 

 Policy Statements recently issued: 
‐ 22-06 - CME Recertification for Extended Certifications 
‐ 22-07 - Paramedic Practical Skills Exam 
‐ 22-08 - Required CPR Education for EMS Providers 
‐ 22-09 - Extension of Certification for Military Personnel 
‐ 22-10 - Health Advisory - Guidance for EMS Professionals on Suspected 

Cases of Monkeypox 
 Questions on possible EMS involvement in Mokeypox vaccinations are being 

sorted out. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   8:03 AM to 8:17 AM 

Meeting Duration: 14 Minutes 

 
Steven Kroll, Chair 

 
 
Meeting was called to order at 8:03 AM was by Mark Philippy, Chair, SEMSCO 
 
Steven Kroll was unable to attend the meeting. 
 
Attendance sheet was passed around in lieu of a roll call of committee members. 
 
Michele Mulloy, Section Chief, Finance & Administration, BEMS&TS is the liaison to the 
Finance Committee. 
 
COMMITTEE DELIVERABLES: 

 Statute requires SEMSCO draft budget recommendation to be made regarding 
Aid to Localities amounts and funding for the Bureau of EMS & Trauma Services. 

 For the last 2 to 3 years draft budget recommendations were not made.  For the 
5 years before that it was felt the recommendations were ignored. 

 Funding was discussed with the DOH Commissioner at a meeting in March 2022. 
 There has been no change in NYS budget funding for EMS in 22 years. 
 There will be an effort to get something together for the September SEMSCO 

meeting. 
 
STUDIES IN PROGRESS: 

 Review of EMS Training Cost Survey Tool.  This is currently out collecting data.  
About half of the Course Sponsors have responded so far. 

 Workforce Survey.  There were a number of other surveys going out at the same 
time and now hoping to get some data back from that survey. 

 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR DOLLARS FOR COUNCIL: 

 Discussion on suggestions including administrative support group.  This would 
help with clerical and administrative support for meetings and ongoing activities 
including statistical analysis. 

 There is a budget for State Council meetings. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:17 AM. 
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   9:15 AM to 10:38 AM 

Meeting Duration: 1 Hour 1 Minutes 

 
Michael McEvoy, PhD, RN Chair 

 
 
Meeting was called to order by Chairperson Dr. Mike McEvoy at 9:15 AM. 
 
BEMS&TS EDUCATION BRANCH STAFF REPORT – Jean Taylor, 
Deputy Chief 

 Jean Taylor introduced George Drew Chesney and he advised that he has been 
working on reciprocity, test registrations and course sponsor renewals.   

 Gene Myers is on vacation.  He reports that the CME Recertification Portal at   
https://apps.health.ny.gov/pubpal/builder/survey/cmeportal is up and functioning 
well.  Questions about renewals should be e-mailed to Gene directly 
gene.myers@health.ny.gov and not sent to the portal.  Submissions through 
6/15/22 have been processed.  Please follow directions when submitting.  Of 165 
renewals received, 34 had to be returned, most for little stuff like information 
under wrong tabs or missing signatures. 

 Course sponsors and instructors are asked to let their students know that they 
need to follow directions for the Computer Based Testing procedures.  If students 
have problems opening exams do not tell them to call PSI as they are not helpful.  
Students should e-mail Jean Taylor, John MacMillan or George Chesney or use 
ems.testingissues@health.ny.gov   Only 1% of students are running into 
problems including computer compatibility problems with remote proctoring. 

 Students have 1 year from their official end of course date to take their final 
exam.  They are allowed 3 attempts during that 1 year period.  If they delay after 
the 1 year they would have to take a refresher course before they can test again. 

 Jean Taylor will be retiring on September 28, 2022. 
 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
Mike McEvoy reported out on the EMS Education Standards Workgroup - Richard 
Parrish, David Violante, Howard Huth, Jason Haag, Mickey Forness and Drew 
Chesney.  Draft report was posted on Boardable as an EXCEL document covering all 
the levels of training.  There were no comments made at the committee meeting. 
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John MacMillan advised that when he receives an application for a class the REMSCO 
Chairperson’s e-mail where the class will be located is notified.  This is in response to 
the question at the previous meeting regarding no geographical borders for course 
sponsors and actual class locations.  Usually 95% of all classes are getting approved. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
AEMT ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION: 

 Motion to make a recommendation to SEMAC to have endotracheal intubation 
for AEMT removed from the AEMT Protocol to align with National Standards with 
a January 1, 2023, date by Jason Haag and seconded by Howard Huth. 

 Much discussion ensued especially on the timeframe for implementation. 
 Motion carried unanimously.   

 
NORTH COUNTRY PILOT FOR COMBINED EMT-AEMT COURSE: 

 A combined EMT-AEMT pilot class is being proposed by the North Country to get 
more AEMTs into the system more efficiently.  It was explained that the 
prerequisite for AEMT students has been prior EMT certification. 

 After a period of discussion a motion was made for committee approval to pass it 
on the BEMS&TS for consideration and the motion passed with 1 in opposition. 

 
MEDICAL DEVICES USED IN THE FIELD: 

 There was question about whether the SEMAC can/could/should endorse 
particular medical devices.  A choking assistance device was mentioned.  
Chairman advised that in the past SEMAC has indicated use of “gizmos” are 
decided by the agency Medical Director and not SEMAC, SEMSCO, REMAC or 
anyone who writes protocols. 

 Steve Dizura mentioned Article 30, Section 3002-a which covers regulated 
medical devices.  The current issue concerns an unregulated medical device 
piece of equipment and who decides its use. 

 It was decided to be passed on to SEMAC for their discussion. 
 
EMT PRACTICAL SKILLS EXAM (PSE) MANUAL DRAFT DISCUSSION: 

 The draft PSE manual was sent out to the committee for comments, etc.   One 
member indicated the draft was circulated in his region to course sponsors and 
there are a lot of comments. 

 Finance Committee involvement was suggested due to possible substantial time 
and cost impacts of going from 6 skill stations to 3 scenarios and capabilities of 
available evaluators. 

 A workgroup will be created to collect and provide feedback and input on the 
draft by the September meeting.  Contact Mike McEvoy if interested in being on 
the workgroup. 

 Various manuals are being updated. 
 
NREMT ACCREDITATION POLICY DISCUSSION: 

Current NREMT policy indicates “Beginning January 1, 2013 all initial Paramedic 
applicants seeking National Registry's National EMS Certification at the Paramedic level 
must have successfully completed education from an accredited program or one that is 
seeking accreditation sponsored by the Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health 
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Education Programs (CAAHEP).”  At their June 2022 meeting the NREMT Board of 
Directors drafted resolution 22-13 Updated Eligibility Criteria for Initial EMS Education 
(go to  https://www.nremt.org/getmedia/66dfb185-a9ea-491d-b5da-0c433a724512/22-
RESOLUTION-13-Updated-Eligibility-Criteria_3.pdf) that may lead to an update in initial 
certification requirements for all levels of certification for EMS providers.  If the 
resolution is approved following a public comment period, the National Registry 
executive director would update the initial certification requirements for all levels of 
certification (EMR, EMT, AEMT, and paramedic) to include successful completion of an 
EMS education program that meets or exceeds the National Emergency Medical 
Services Education Standards and: 

 Has an Committee on Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs 
(CAAHEP) accreditation, or 

 Has been issued a Committee on Accreditation for the EMS Professions 
(CoAEMSP)  “Letter of Review,” or 

 Has received state EMS office approval. 
 
Don Hudson read a letter into the record that was signed by 12 paramedic training 
program directors in NYS. 

Dear Training and Education Committee: 
This statement is a compilation of thoughts expressed by over a dozen 

paramedic program directors in NYS. It represents our desire to form a cohesive 
group moving towards the improvement of educational standards, policies, and 
ultimately patient care for the end-user of the prehospital care system. We have 
significant concerns over the National Registry 22-Resolution-13, which updates 
the current initial certification requirements criteria to include “state EMS office 
approval”. We are opposed to New York State being an alternative to 
accreditation standards. As discussed on NYS BEMS sponsored conference 
calls, the Bureau of EMS is over two years behind on processing their course 
sponsor renewals. They have only just begun managing the 2020 renewals. An 
increase in workload with the attendant need for more guidance and clarification 
of standards and regulations seems impossible, especially as the current work is 
already several years behind 

We recognize there are many challenges with both CAAHEP accreditation 
and with the National Registry adopting policy that could effectively create 50 
“standards” across the country. Though Director Greenberg has gone on record 
recently supporting the accreditation process, we have significant concerns as to 
how this will be enshrined in Bureau of EMS Policy, and how the state will handle 
reciprocity with National Registry candidates originating from non-accredited 
programs. Stepping backward away from accreditation would be inconsistent 
with other areas of healthcare and do significant harm to the profession. We 
would like to work with New York State Bureau of EMS, SEMAC, and SEMSCO 
to resolve disagreements arising from accreditation standards, significant 
problems with COAEMSP, the National Registry resolutions, and New York State 
policy. As Director Greenberg indicated that he looks forward to meeting, we also 
look forward to meeting within the next month to initiate discussions on these 
matters. 
Respectfully submitted 

 
There was discussion that all the paramedic programs should come together with their 
feelings on this motion from the NREMT.   
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Discussion included comments on the benefits to the profession that comes with 
accreditation, issue with only one option for accreditation, costs, ability of BEMS&TS to 
keep up with reviews of programs and FDNY EMS acceptance of accreditation. 
 
Motion was made for the training and education group to work with SEMSCO to send a 
letter to NREMT in opposition of the motion.  Motion carried. 
 
Comments are due to NREMT by August 17, 2022.  Submit comments at:  
https://nremt.org/Document/Updated-Eligibility-Public-Comment 
 
NEW POLICY STATEMENTS TO BE ISSUED: 

 CME Recertification for Extended Certifications 
 Paramedic Practical Skills Exam 
 Required CPR Education for EMS Providers 
 Extension of Certification for Military Personnel 
 Health Advisory - Guidance for EMS Professionals on Suspected Cases of 

Monkeypox 
 
EMT-CC SUNSET DATE: 

 BEMS&TS is still looking at a 2030 date for this. 
 BEMS&TS has been looking at the current number of active AEMT-CCs there 

currently are.  Total has gone from about 1,500 to about 1,200.  Northwell 
Health’s Bridge Program has enrolled about 350 EMT-CC providers.  North 
Country and Long Island appear to have the most EMT-CC providers. 

 Director Greenberg asks the Chairperson to put a workgroup together to 
enhance the AEMTs to be to provide care to patients without a paramedic 
intercept. 

 Contact Mike McEvoy if interested in joining this workgroup.   
 
REGIONAL CREDENTIALLING OF EMS PROVIDERS 

BEMS&TS in not against regional credentialing but advises there is no 
authorization in NYS Regulations. 

 
Meeting adjourned at 10:38 AM. 
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LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   10:45 AM to 11:16 AM 

Meeting Duration: 31 Minutes 

 
Al Lewis, Chair 

 
Roll call of members was conducted. 
 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
Legislative Committee is assigned to create a consistent cohesive message regarding 
the value to the community, the function of and challenges facing EMS. 

 Today we do not have a vetted statement to share.  Have been working diligently 
and hope to have something for September. 

 Group working on it consists of Teri Hamilton, Jeff Call, Marie Diglio, Mark 
Deavers and Syed Ahmed Mustafa. 

 
Evaluating Part F for Future development.  Everybody in the world is looking at 
document.  Job of Legislative Committee is to see what is out there, see what is 
recommended and build upon it. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
NYS Legislature is not in session.  All bills that were not passed would have to be 
reintroduced in the upcoming 2023-2024 session. 
 
Richard N. Gottfried, Chair of the Assembly’s Health Committee is retiring.  He is the 
longest serving legislator in NYS history, first elected in 1970 and Assembly Health 
Committee Chair since 1987. 
 

Legislation discussed. 
Note: Bill numbers are from 2021-2022 session. 

 
S1590 (Rivera) / A151 (Gottfried) 

Bill would allow for emergency medical services to expand their services to 
patients using various delivery models other than transportation to the hospital, 
such as treat-at-home. This would include collaborative programs for Community 
Paramedicine services. New Assembly sponsor is needed due to Gottfried’s 
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announced retirement.  A downstate Democrat with an appropriate background 
was suggested as being effective in moving this forward.  Ryan Greenberg 
mentioned that Governor’s Executive Order still covers the 50 Community 
Paramedicine programs in the state and legal is looking to see if Monkeypox 
vaccinations would be covered in addition to COVID-19.  There have been 
discussions with DOH Commissioners’ office on what Community Paramedicine 
might look like in the future.  Kurt Krumperman asked that the Innovations 
Committee be provided additional information on the bill and its sponsors. 

 
S9131 (Reichlin-Melnick) / A10155A (Zebrowski) 

Bill would provide all local governments with the option to provide a property tax 
exemption to volunteer firefighters and volunteer ambulance workers.   Bills were 
passed by the Assembly and Senate but not delivered to the Governor. 

 
S5444 (O’Mara) / A5793 (Palmesano) 

Bill would enact the "omnibus emergency services volunteer incentive act" to 
provide certain benefits to volunteer firefighters and ambulance workers.  Bill was 
not moving forward and was in Committee. 

 
S9407B (Kavanagh) - A10497 (Jacobson) 

Prohibits the purchase of a body vest; establishes that the purchase of a body 
vest shall be a class A misdemeanor for a first offense and a class E felony for 
each subsequent offense; establishes that the unlawful sale of a body vest shall 
be a class A misdemeanor for the first offense and a class E felony for any 
subsequent offense; creates a civil penalty for the unlawful sale or delivery of 
body vests.  Bill was signed into law by Governor on 6/6/22.  NYS Department of 
State has determined that in addition to professions mentioned in the law the 
following are also covered effective 7/6/22 with proper documentation including a 
letter from their agency: 

 Firefighters (Standard Occupation Classification 33-2011) 
 Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics (Standard 

Occupation Classification 29-2042) 
 Ambulance Drivers and Attendants (Standard Occupation 

Classification 53-3011) 
 
S6373 (Savino) / A2020 (Reyes) 

Relates to claims for mental injury premised upon extraordinary work-related 
stress incurred at work; applies to all workers. 

 
Al Lewis indicated that for future meetings, legislation of interest for discussion should 
be submitted to the committee at least 30 days before the meeting so it can be vetted.  
He also indicated that committee tries to limit itself to issues of statewide interest rather 
that local concerns.  He also advised that SEMSCO can’t lobby for any piece of 
legislation but can educate on the pros and cons of proposals. 
 
Ryan Greenberg asked that BEMS&TS also be advised of legislative concerns for their 
situational awareness in case topics come up.  Feedback from all stakeholder groups 
(UNYAN, NYSVARA, FASNY, etc.) is welcome especially on small tweaks that would 
help things move forward.  Jeff Call, Chairman of UNYAN echoed the benefit of being 
together on moving things forward and bringing concerns to the table. 
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SYSTEMS COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   11:49 AM to 12:59 PM 

Meeting Duration: 1 Hour 10 Minutes 

 
Mark Deavers, Chair 

 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
COMMITTEE MISSION STSTEMENT 

Motion by Mike McEvoy, seconded by Jason Haag to approve the mission 
statement for this committee.  Motion carries.   
 
PHYSICIAN FLY CAR 

Division of Legal Affairs is working with the Bureau in crafting policy / law 
changes to address this issue - it applies only to hospital based fly cars. 
Points discussed, brought up or suggested by committee: 

 Pursuant to PHL 3005.A.d the State EMS Council may create a rule in regard to 
the staffing for ALS First Response.  

 Hospitals and Health Systems (Facilities), county health departments or existing 
EMS agencies who wish to create a physician fly car program shall meet the 
following requirements: 
o Notify the appropriate REMSCO of the intent, capabilities, and dispatch 

procedures. 
o Ensure the vehicle is equipped in compliance with Part 800.26 or receive a 

waiver from the Department. 
o If the vehicle intends to carry controlled substances the facility/agency must 

engage with Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement to ensure regulations are met 
as outlined in Part 80.  

o The Department shall develop a reporting process for physician fly car 
response. 

o Liability for sponsoring entity. 
o Regional approval of physician to serve in field role. 
o Delivery system is what is being looked at, not the medicine being provided. 

 Programs are encouraged to share their program with other facilities to create 
collaboration. 

 Much discussion over these points was had.  More input from BEMS&TS and 
Division of Legal Affairs will be forthcoming. 
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PART F WORKGROUP 
 There was a lot of discussion regarding the proposals. 
 There were comments about SEMAC and SEMSCO authority, DOH 

Commissioner’s authority, who determine when meetings are held, tightening up 
the CON process, where comments and recommendation should go, not locking 
in something for 20 years, leaving room to clarify, etc. 

 A motion was made by Don Hudson to move the documents to all committees to 
then be spearheaded to the Legislative Committee for review.  Seconded by 
Jason Haag.  Motion defeated.   

 Motion to send to all SEMSCO members for input to Systems Chair and 
Legislative Chair by August 10th by Don Hudson and seconded by Jason Haag.  
Motion carried. 

 
REVISITING POLICY STATEMENT 06-06 EMS OPERATING CERTIFICATE 
APPLICATION PROCESS (CON) 

TAG was formed to revise and present a draft for further review and edits at the 
September meetings. 

 
NON-CERTIFIED RESPONDERS 

 Personnel with CPR, Stop-the-Bleed, Nasal Narcan, O2, AED, EpiPen, etc. are 
responding with EMS agencies as part of a response system policy.  These 
include police and firefighter personnel. 

 Lay people are covered under Good Samaritan law. 
 Division of Legal Affairs is working with BEMS&TS in crafting policy/law changes 

to address this issue. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
None discussed. 
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EMS SUSTAINABILITY TAG 
Tuesday 7/19/22   1:30 PM to 2:09 PM 

Meeting Duration: 39 Minutes 

 
Michael Benenati, Co-Chair 

 
Al Lewis is Co-Chair of the TAG 
 
SUB-GROUPS OF THE TAG ARE: 

 Agency - David Violante, Chair 
 Education - Sara McCartin and Stiv Barrett, Co-Chairs 
 Government Support/Public - Mark Deavers, Chair 
 Hospital - Doug Sandbrook, Chair 
 Identifying the Problem - Raymond Serowick, Chair assisted by Steven Gordon 
 Operations - Jason Haag, Chair 
 Staffing - Jonathan Washko, Chair assisted by Steven Kroll 

 
SOME SPECIFIC COMMENTS FROM THE TAG SUB-GROUPS WERE: 

 A survey to agencies was distributed.  1,200 to 1,400 responses were received 
and are being compiled and TAG is looking at ways to present the data. 

 Mark Deavers advised on looking at Medicaid reimbursement, development of a 
statewide EMS plan, public education, REMSCO decisions on grant money for 
payroll, equipment and an EMS academy, EMS as a safety net provider status 
similar to hospitals, improving EMS access to EDs and new technology for 
providing EMS. 

 Doug Sandbrook reported out on the progress of hospitals.  He highlighted 
collaboration and cooperation of hospitals and EMS.  There is a need for a more 
sustainable Critical Care Transport model statewide.  Due to capacity limits there 
are more transfers and they are going longer distances.  There was a comment 
about hospital consolidations and hospitals pushing patients to tertiary care 
facilities. 

 Ray Serowick and Steve Gordon have been busy and have submitted reports 
highlighting that Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP) don’t collect the data we 
need and agencies don’t report on the calls they do not answer.  Serowick has 
stepped down as chair. 

 Jason Haag commented that difficult questions were asked and there were a lot 
of conversations.  What does it mean for an ambulance to be “in service” - is it 
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staffed or actually available?  8 minute response vs. 25 minute response for 
different types of services in different demographic areas.  Mutual aid and % of 
calls answered to maintain CON.  Primary response areas where there are 
multiple agencies with CON for areas.  Contracts with hospitals for transports. 

 Staffing has made a lot of headway under the leadership of Jon Washko and 
Steve Kroll.  Workforce survey was sent out. 

 Education group will have information coming out. 
 
Michael McEvoy commented that at many conferences ambulance service managers 
indicate that reimbursements and workforce are the 2 biggest issues, however, these 
issues are not mentioned on any federal government web sites. 
 
There has been progress on all fronts. EMS Sustainability survey is still open, and 
responses are needed as this will have dramatic impact on EMS structure and function 
in the above area and others in the future. 
 
Ryan Greenberg advised the December meeting is the most realistic date for the White 
Paper coming to SEMSCO.  He also commented about the number of people initially 
involved in the project vs. the number still actively involved. 
 
Every provider and agency in the state is asked to contribute to the survey at:  
https://apps.health.ny.gov/pubpal/builder/survey/sustainabilitytagsurvey 
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SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   2:30 PM to 3:12 PM 

Meeting Duration: 42 Minutes 

 
Stephen Cady, Chair 

 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
STATUS OF PART 800.24 IN THE APPROVAL PROCESS: 

 Undergoing formatting. 
 Will be put out for public comment period and then come back to SEMSCO. 
 Still at least 6 to 12 months from final product. 

 
RE-VISIT PART 800.22 VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION: 
 Mark Philippy advised changes were approved by SEMSCO in January 2020.   
 
MISSION STATEMENT & DELIVERABLES: 

 Draft statement is “Mission of the Safety Committee is to provide 
recommendations to promote safe and effective care and transportation of 
patients as well as a safe and effective work environment for EMS providers”. 

 Draft deliverables are: 
o Review sections of Part 800 that provide a safe environment for patients, 

patient care and EMS providers, such as required ambulance construction 
and make recommendations for changes and updates. 

o Review Policy Statements that affect the safety of patients and providers and 
make recommendations for changes and updates. 

 Inclusion of comment on resiliency was considered but seems to be a joint effort 
with other committees. 

 Will finalize Mission Statement and deliverables for the September meeting. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
PROVIDER RESILIENCY: MENTAL HEALTH/ FATIGUE/ PHYSICAL HEALTH/ WELL 
BEING: 

 Links on BEMS&TS web page to resources have all been verified as working.  All 
are well regarded. 

 There are recommendations on maximum shift lengths with a numbers of 18 and 
24 hours mentioned.  Call volume during a shift is a significant factor. 
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 Sub group working on issue has had 2 meetings. 
 Need for programs specific to EMS. 
 FDNY EMS has concerns about suicides. 
 There may be a Policy Statement presented at the September meeting. 

 
PROVIDER INJURY REPORTING: 
There is no centralized reporting tool nor policy in NYS for reporting minor or routine 
injuries such as bumps and scrapes. 

 Should we have one? 
 What injuries should it include? 

Discussion covered: 
 Should routine PCR include information on crew injury?  HIPAA protected 

information complicates this. 
 OSHA records cover employees receiving medical treatment and sharps injuries. 
 Consideration of time of injury during shift such as fatigue in 20th hour. 
 FDNY EMS has concerns about assaults on providers. 

 
MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DISORDER CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
EMS PROVIDERS: 

This is a new in-person course to be offered around the state and later put on-
line.  Jenni Salomon, Training Specialist, BEMS&TS will be presenting an overview at 
SEMSCO meeting. 
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QUALITY METRICS COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   3:49 PM to 4:07 PM 

Meeting Duration: 18 Minutes 

 
David Violante, Chair 

 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
QI MANUAL: 

 Draft is being reviewed by Jared Kutzin and should be ready by 8/1/22. 
 It will be forwarded for comment by the September meetings. 

 
QUALITY METRICS: 

 To complement the QI manual, a standardized set of metrics will be the starting 
point for agencies to have their own “report card” to see where their 
vulnerabilities are. 

 BEMS&TS to be engaged with getting something on Vital Signs Academy web 
site and with roll out of BioSpatial dashboard platform. 

 Current metrics under consideration are: 
o ECG 
o Cardiac Arrest 
o Naloxone 
o Trauma 

o Pediatric Respiratory Emergency 
o Blood Glucose 
o Stroke 

 National metrics indexes may be utilized for comparison and/or inclusion.  
Mentioned were the National EMS Quality Alliance (NEMSQA), ESO and 
American Heart Association.  There are others that may be suggested. 

 Michael McEvoy mentioned pain management and the new ACS Trauma Triage 
guidelines as suitable for measurement in the future.  Other suggestions are 
welcomed. 

 Data needs to go out to Regional Program Agencies along with training on 
making the measures meaningful. 

 REMO is actively using data. 
 Nassau Region is interested in the coming data.  Auto generated morning reports 

can provide agencies daily or hourly feedback on response times, hospital 
turnaround time, albuterol usage or any PCR field. 
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PART F DISCUSSION: 
 Complementary to all the other “Part F” discussions - where do regional and 

agency metrics, the management of data and quality reside in future legislation 
and budgets? 

 More to follow as future laws and polices take shape. 
 Get comments to Al Lewis to compile. 

 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
None discussed. 
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INNOVATIONS COMMITTEE 
Tuesday 7/19/22   4:20 PM to 5:24 PM 
Meeting Duration: 1 Hour 4 Minutes 

 
Jason Haag, Chair 

 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
THE COMMITTEE HAS 4 DELIVERABLES: 

1. Provide SEMAC and SEMSCO with best practices for the delivery of evidence-
based alternative care models. 

2. Provide agency leadership with information for financially sustaining alternative 
care models. 

3. Establish a framework for innovative care models. 
4. Identify means through stakeholders for collaboration to deliver innovative care 

models and make recommendations on how to accomplish this. 
 
UPDATE ON PROGRESS OF ET3: 

 Kurt Krumperman introduced Mitchell Cater-Cyker from AMR Syracuse who gave 
an overview of their ET-3 Program as well as their work with other payers than 
just CMS.  Cater-Cyker is an Operations Supervisor and handles Data Analysis & 
Planning.  Mitchell Cater-Cyker gave a lot of information and methods of 
implementing their program across different communities served by AMR. 

 The AMR program ET3 pilots have operated in Syracuse since July 2021 and 
also operated in Rochester, Buffalo and Corning.  Alternatives are offered to 
transport to hospital emergency departments for low acuity patients. 

 AMR operates ET3 programs in 14 other states. 
 Crews do a full patient assessment and in consult with telehealth medical 

direction patients are offered transport to an alternative destination facility for 
care. 

 This is a 5 year CMS Medicare pilot.  NYS has a similar Medicaid program.  
TRICARE military program, Fidelis Care and another program have also come 
on board. 

 Nurse Navigator program in Rochester is another system.  Public Safety 
Answering Point (PSAP) intercepts call, uses EMD determinants and if 
appropriate passes it for nurse triage in connection with telehealth service.  
Transport can be provided for nursing care or alternative destinations.  Mark 
Philippy advised about 1.75% of 911 calls went into this process with less than 
1% of those returned for ALS response.  AMR is offering patients rides to and 
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from appointments through ride share services such as Lyft and Uber.  There is 
an effort to keep the alternatives within the patients’ insurance health care 
network. 

 Nurse navigators at call centers are licensed in NYS.  Many are specialized in 
emergency medicine.  Telehealth physicians are Board Certified in emergency 
medicine and licensed to practice in NYS. 

 Hopefully, other payers such as MVP Health Care and BCBS Excellus will come 
on board.  Use of their telehealth networks could be incorporated for patients 
they cover. 

 Michael McEvoy spoke of some private payer interest in the Saratoga area about 
a deal covering transports which did not work out.  There was also a recent huge 
mass gathering in the area that used telehealth and did not generate any 
transports to hospitals whereas in the past there were usually a half dozen. 

 There were comments about Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) patients awaiting care 
in hospitals before returning to the SNF. 

 There were comments about hesitation to change.  This is a culture change for 
providers.  After telling providers that patients go to hospitals we are to asked to 
consider if a hospital is the right destination for a patient.  New AMR EMS 
providers in area do receive an orientation to ET3 program.  There can be 
technology challenges with telehealth in getting physicians on-line.  Patient 
expectations about being transported to a hospital are also a factor.  Physician’s 
concerns about ensuring quality patient care vs a bad outcome are also a factor. 

 Question came up about patients being taken to alternative destinations such as 
a Federally Qualified Health Care Center (FQHCC).  Does ambulance crew 
simply drop off patient and leave the patient waiting in line for care?  AMR 
program generally escorts patient through security, through registration for initial 
entry of demographic data, patient history, vital signs and then to a nurse for 
face-to-face handoff.  In some facilities patients are walked or wheel chaired into 
a waiting room.  If facility is unable to accept a patient for whatever reason they 
are taken to an ED.  Crews know when facilities are open and facilities used do 
not need to be open 24/7. 

 There were questions and a discussion on costs being covered.  It does not cost 
AMR significantly less to not transport. On-scene time is 45 to 60 minutes. 

 Ryan Grenberg advised there are 25 CMS approved Medicare ET3 programs 
approved in NYS.  7 or 8 are actually operating. 

 Cater-Cyker advised about 2% of AMR 911 calls are treat in place or alternative 
destination.  Feeling is that it should be closer to 12% to 15% range based on 
inclusion criteria.  25% to 30% of patients accept offer of alternative destination.  
Public education of benefits of ET3 would help increase acceptance rate.  First 
time patients hear of this should not be the scene of an emergency. 

 Discussion of acceptance of hospitals and ED physicians of ET3 indicates 
acceptance can vary based on a number of considerations. 

 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
 
BILLS IN LEGISLATURE TO BE AWARE OF: 

 S1590 (Rivera) / A151 (Gottfried) - The Community Paramedicine bill is out there 
and will be reintroduced in the next term.  One sponsor will be retiring and the 
other will be in a heated re-election campaign.  There are 50 Community 
Paramedicine programs in NYS operating under an Executive Order.  Ryan 
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Greenberg advised they are looking at Monkeypox vaccinations by EMS 
providers. 

 A S5444 (O’Mara) / A5793 (Palmesano) - Is a bill to enact the Omnibus EMS 
Incentive Act.  This was in committee and died last term. This could possibly help 
when attempting to recruit volunteer fire and EMS members.   
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Foundations of Medical 

Oversight Course 

New York 

Virtual over Zoom 

12p-4p EST, Sept 15-161 2022 

The goal of the NAEMSP® Foundations of Medical Oversight Course is to 

provide practicing and future EMS medical directors with knowledge 

essential to the provision of quality medical oversight. Building on the 

principle that the ultimate goal of medical oversight is to improve 

community health, the course covers the system issues and clinical care 

considerations that impact this role. Topics covered include system 

design and response, credentialing and training of EMS providers, clinical 

care and quality improvement. In addition, there is a state-specific 

section on legislation and regulation as it impacts EMS. This course is 

directed towards participants practicing in or planning to practice in the 

state of New York. 

Cost: $200 Attending Physicians/$100 Resident Physicians or EMS Professionals 

Participants will be eligible to earn 6.75 AMA PRA Category 1 or CAPCE credits for course participation. 

REGISTER: 
https://portal .naemsp.org/integratedEvents/home/FOMOC-REGIONAL-NY-SEPT-15-16TH-2022 

Questions? Contact Course Director Maia Dorsett, maiadorsett@gmail.com 
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EMS Memorial Dedication
Empire State Plaza
September 20, 2022 · 11 a.m. 

For further information, including group attendance or emergency vehicle 
registration, please contact Valerie Ozga at (518) 265-6092.

Please join us for
remembrance of our fallen

Emergency Medical
Services Providers

Ian Cooperstein 
Sullivan Paramedicine Inc.

September 22, 2021 

Charles Harris 
FDNY

October 23, 2021

Paige Humphries 
FDNY

February 7, 2021

Anthony Maggio 
Woodbury Community Ambulance

January 28, 2021

Stephenson McCoy 
FDNY

August 6, 2021

John Raftery 
FDNY

December 27, 2021

Alvin Suriel 
FDNY

December 7, 2021

Daryl Tombs
AMR – Corning Ambulance Service

January 16, 2021

Mark Weiner
FDNY

September 23, 2021

Joseph Zask
Stony Point Ambulance Corps, Inc.

September 25, 2021
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